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You cannot regulate empty houses away
“Almost 57,000 homes in London stand empty…” writes David Smith in the Guardian on May 4th. This he claims is a significant cause of London’s
housing problem and the “Key to this is tackling buy-to-leave investing.” The answer to this ‘problem’ is for the mayor to refuse planning permission and
for Boroughs ”…to introduce planning restrictions …to prohibit the deliberate practice of letting properties lie empty.“ This is not a view unique to David
Smith. For example, the well-known architect Lord Rogers in arguing against the desirability of permitting offices to be converted to housing to help with
London’s housing shortage noted: “Why should we rush to convert office blocks when we already have three-quarters of a million homes in England lying
empty.” 
Leaving aside the fact that any housing market always needs empty houses if it is to run smoothly – people move house, they die or they need major
building works – is this the solution, even if it is a problem? Is making planning permission more difficult to get or imposing additional conditions a
feasible way of reducing the proportion of empty homes? 
The trouble with interventions in the housing market is that however well-intentioned, they generate all sorts of unintended consequences. And
sometimes achieve exactly the opposite of what was intended. The uncomfortable truth is that we need to understand how things actually work: not pass
laws or regulate hoping to make them work the way we would like them to. One of our most recent research findings is that more restrictive local
planning actually increases the proportion of vacant homes. 
Of course by making housing even scarcer (which more restrictive planning achieves) it makes it more expensive. This generates an incentive to occupy
it, so reduces vacancies. Unfortunately more restrictive planning also makes it more difficult to adapt homes to the constantly changing patterns of
demand. Jobs grow in a locality, so demand for houses there increases; the local school gets better so the demand for family sized homes increases;
people buy a car so want parking; they have fewer children or separate so they want smaller homes – the list is potentially endless. The result of this is
that in more restrictive locations people wanting a home find it more difficult to match their preferences to what is available. So they have to search
longer or further afield. The result of that is there are more empty houses. 
These two effects work at the same time and in the opposite direction, of course. Which dominates and so whether more restrictive policies increase or
reduce the proportion of homes that are empty net, is a purely empirical question. Our results for England, using data from 1981 and being careful to
offset for reverse causation and other econometric problems, show that the net effect of more local restrictiveness is not just to increase the proportion of
empty homes but to increase it substantially. A one standard deviation increase in local restrictiveness causes the local vacancy rate to increase by
nearly a quarter. That is not all. Because it makes finding a suitable house locally more difficult it also increases the average distance people have to
travel to work. The same increase in local restrictiveness causes an 8.5 percent rise in commuting distances. 
So the Islington policy quoted approvingly by David Smith will in fact be likely to increase the proportion of empty homes in the Borough – not reduce it –
and at the same time mean that people who work in Islington will end up commuting further. Roll it out over London as a whole and we would expect the
same outcome. The absolute opposite of what the advocates of the policy wanted to achieve.
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Ben Jamin' said...
Any trouble with the housing market are only symptoms of economic injustice. 
People should pay compensation to those they exclude from a valuable resource supplied by nature.  
If they do not, this causes excessive inequality, and a misallocation of resources. 
It is this excessive inequality, that lowers discretionary incomes for those who own proportionately little land by value compared to the tax they pay, that
makes housing unaffordable for a large part of our society. 
And it is the deadweight loss of uncompensated owner occupation that leads to vacancy, under occupation, land banking and urban sprawl. 
So, Hilber and Cheshire are, as usual, barking up the wrong tree and blaming the symptoms, rather than address root causes. They'd be wise to take a step
back and look at problems with housing with a wider perspective, as their policy recommendations may do more harm than good.  
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